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We describe here the error speci®city of mammalian DNA polymerase Z
(pol Z), an enzyme that performs translesion DNA synthesis and may
participate in somatic hypermutation of immunoglobulin genes. Both
mouse and human pol Z lack intrinsic proofreading exonuclease activity
and both copy undamaged DNA inaccurately. Analysis of more than
1500 single-base substitutions by human pol Z indicates that error rates
for all 12 mismatches are high and variable depending on the compo-
sition and symmetry of the mismatch and its location. pol Z also gener-
ates tandem base substitutions at an unprecedented rate, and kinetic
analysis indicates that it extends a tandem double mismatch about as
ef®ciently as other replicative enzymes extend single-base mismatches.
This ability to use an aberrant primer terminus and the high rate of
single and double-base substitutions support the idea that pol Z may
forego strict shape complementarity in order to facilitate highly ef®cient
lesion bypass. Relaxed discrimination is further indicated by pol Z in®de-
lity for a wide variety of nucleotide deletion and addition errors. The
nature and location of these errors suggest that some may be initiated by
strand slippage, while others result from additional mechanisms.
Keywords: DNA polymerase Z; replication ®delity; frameshifts;
tandem mutations; mismatch extension
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Introduction

Human DNA polymerase Z (pol Z) is encoded
by the POLH or XPV gene.1,2 Mutations in this
gene that inactivate pol Z enhance UV-induced
mutagenesis and greatly increase susceptibility to
sunlight-induced skin cancer. These phenotypes,
resulting from the absence of pol Z, likely relate to
ing author:

polymerase Z; pol i,
lymerase b; pol a,
-1 reverse
its ability to copy DNA templates containing cis-
syn thymine-thymine dimers more ef®ciently than
most other DNA polymerases.3,4 Structure-function
studies of several of the other polymerases suggest
that ef®cient and accurate DNA synthesis depends
on correct Watson-Crick base-pair geometry.5 Con-
sistent with the importance of correct base-pair
geometry to accurate replication, most DNA poly-
merases rarely make mistakes when copying unda-
maged DNA templates; their base-substitution
error rates typically range from 10ÿ6 to 10ÿ4. In
contrast, human pol Z is less accurate,6 with an
average base-substitution error rate of 3.5 � 10ÿ2.
Consistent with this high error rate are steady-state
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kinetic data indicating that human6,7 and yeast8

pol Z have low selectivity during the initial nucleo-
tide insertion step of a polymerization reaction.
These results imply that pol Z has a relaxed
requirement for correct base-pairing geometry and
suggest that the function of pol Z may need to be
tightly controlled in vivo to prevent potentially
mutagenic DNA synthesis.

To fully appreciate this mutagenic potential and
to better understand the nucleotide selectivity of a
DNA polymerase capable of ef®ciently bypassing a
bulky lesion in DNA that strongly impedes syn-
thesis by other polymerases, we provide a compre-
hensive view of the error speci®city of pol Z from
two different sources. We show that mouse pol Z
is as inaccurate as its human homolog, thus
demonstrating that low-®delity synthesis during
copying of undamaged DNA is inherent to mam-
malian pol Z. We then describe the error speci®city
of human pol Z in detail. The results reveal that
pol Z has low selectivity at the initial nucleotide
insertion step, and it is promiscuous for sub-
sequent mismatch extension. Both properties may
relate to its ability to copy cyclobutane pyrimidine
dimers ef®ciently. pol Z is also highly inaccurate
for a variety of nucleotide deletion and addition
errors, with the speci®city suggesting that these
errors are made by more than one mechanism.

Results

Fidelity of mouse pol ZZZ

We began this study by examining the ®delity of
mouse pol Z using a forward mutation assay that
scores a variety of substitution, addition and del-
{ Control experiments indicate that a single nucleotide
misincorporated into the minus strand of M13mp2 DNA
during gap-®lling synthesis is expressed in E. coli with
an ef®ciency of about 60 %. However, minus strand
expression ef®ciencies are somewhat lower for DNA
heteroduplexes containing larger numbers of
mismatched bases (data not shown, but as an example,
see Umar et al.32) Since lacZ mutants generated by pol Z
contain many sequence changes, the observed mutant
frequencies of 35 % (human) and 37 % (mouse) suggest
that essentially every gap-®lled product of the pol Z
reactions originally contained mutations, and that the
non-mutant (i.e. blue) plaques resulted from loss of the
minus strand in E. coli. Consistent with this
interpretation, no mutation was found when we
sequenced DNA samples isolated from six independent
blue M13mp2 plaques recovered from reactions by
human pol Z. Because most of the lacZ mutants contain
many changes, silent changes are linked to changes that
yield a detectable phenotype. Thus, unlike earlier
studies with higher-®delity DNA polymerases, in this
study essentially all copied nucleotides within the gap
become targets for the calculation of substitution,
deletion and addition error rates. The error rate is
simply the number of observed mutations of any
particular type (from Figures 1 and 4) divided by the
total number of nucleotides that were sequenced in all
mutants (from Table 1).
etion errors during synthesis to copy a 407-nucleo-
tide template present as a single-stranded gap in
M13mp2 DNA.6 Correct polymerization produces
DNA that yields blue M13 plaques upon introduc-
tion of the product DNA into an Escherichia coli
a-complementation strain and plating on indicator
plates. Errors are scored as light blue or colorless
plaques. Like its human homolog,6 recombinant
mouse pol Z lacks 30 ! 50 exonucleolytic activity
and it completely ®lled the 407 nucleotide gap
(data not shown, but see Figure 1(a) and (b) of
Matsuda et al.6). When the products of gap-®lling
synthesis were introduced into E. coli, the lacZ
mutant frequency among the resulting M13 pla-
ques was 37 % (average of two independent deter-
minations). This is much greater than the mutant
frequency of DNA that had not been copied in vitro
(0.06 %), indicating that the lacZ mutants were gen-
erated during gap-®lling synthesis. The results
with mouse pol Z were similar to the 35 % lacZ
mutant frequency obtained for synthesis catalyzed
by human pol Z.6 As with the human enzyme,6 the
majority of lacZ mutant plaques generated by
mouse pol Z were colorless plaque.

To determine the nature and number of errors
generated by mouse pol Z, we isolated DNA from
20 independent lacZ mutants and sequenced
nucleotides �191 (the start of synthesis) through
ÿ84 (the 50 end of the lacZ gene in M13mp2). For
comparison, and to obtain a detailed view of the
mutagenic potential of human pol Z, we expanded
our earlier analysis of the error speci®city of
human pol Z6 by sequencing all 407 nucleotides in
the gap (�191 through ÿ216) in 124 independent
mutants. The lacZ mutants generated by both
enzymes contained multiple sequence changes,
consistent with the colorless plaque phenotype of
most of the mutants. This and the high lacZ mutant
frequencies indicate that both mammalian poly-
merases conduct low-®delity synthesis when copy-
ing an undamaged DNA template. A variety of
sequence changes were observed (summarized in
Table 1).

Base-substitution error rates and specificity

The majority of pol Z errors are base substi-
tutions (Figure 1). Those not located immediately
adjacent to a ¯anking sequence change of any kind
are categorized as single-base substitutions
(Table 1, Figure 1(a)). The human and mouse
enzymes generated 1560 and 122 single-base sub-
stitutions, respectively (Table 1). Given the total
number of template nucleotides analyzed, the aver-
age single-base substitution error rates of human
and mouse pol Z are 3.2 � 10ÿ2 and 2.2 � 10ÿ2,
respectively{.

Substitutions resulting from formation of all 12
mispairs were generated by both polymerases.
The two enzymes have comparable error rates
for these mispairs (Figure 2(a)), and statistical
analysis (see the legend to Figure 2) indicates
that their average error speci®cities are not sig-



Table 1. Summary of sequence analysis of lacZ mutants generated by human and mouse DNA polymerase Z

Human Mouse

Total lacZ mutants sequenced 124 20
Bases sequenced per mutant 407 275
Total bases sequenceda 50,468 5500
Single-base substitutions 1560 122
Tandem base substitutions 89 6
Substitution � deletion or addition 34 0
Deletions: one base 119 12

two or more bases 87 7
Addition of one to three bases 74 9
Complex deletion/addition 9 0

a The number of nucleotides actually sequenced is slightly less due to deletions partly counterbalanced by additions. For simpli-
city, and because the net number of nucleotides lost is small, we calculated error rates using the total number of nucleotides listed.
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ni®cantly different. Error rates for the 12 mis-
pairs vary over a considerable range for both
human and mouse pol Z. For example, the
human pol Z error rate for the T �dGMP mispair
is 70-fold higher than for the C �dCMP mispair
(Figure 2(a), 6.3 � 10ÿ2 versus 9.3 � 10ÿ4). The
substitution spectrum for human pol Z
(Figure 1(a)) also reveals substantial sequence-
context effects on error rates. For example, the
error rate for the T �dGMP mispair varies by
18-fold, from 14 � 10ÿ2 at the template T at pos-
ition ÿ8 to 0.8 � 10ÿ2 at the immediately adja-
cent template T at position ÿ7 or at positions
�6 and �87 (Figure 1(a)). Sequence-dependent
variations are observed for other substitutions
(Figure 1(a)), yielding a range of error rates for
each mispair (Figure 2(b)). The recovery of three
base substitutions just upstream of 50 end of the
gap (Figure 1(a)) suggests that human pol Z can
perform limited strand-displacement synthesis.

To further examine sequence-dependent biases
in error rate, we analyzed the largest collection of
single-base substitution events, the T! C substi-
tutions shown in Figure 1(a). Considering only the
bases immediately ¯anking these substitutions, we
detected two- to threefold biases for misincorpora-
tion of dGMP opposite T when its 30 neighbor is a
T �A or A �T base-pair as compared to when it is a
G �C or C �G base-pair (Figure 3). Given the large
number of template T residues (99) and substi-
tution events (665) considered, these biases are
statistically signi®cant (see the legend to Figure 3).
Table 2. Single-base deletion and addition error rates of hum

DNA Polymerase Family

Human pol Z (this study) RAD30
Human pol b29 Pol X
Human pol a36 Pol B
HIV-1 RT37,38 RT
Klenow fragment39 Pol A
Deletion and addition errors

Both human and mouse pol Z also generated a
variety of deletion and addition errors (Table 1,
Figure 4). Among these, the most frequent changes
were single-base deletions (Table 1, 119 occur-
rences with human pol Z) and single-base
additions (64 occurrences with human pol Z). The
average error rates of the human enzyme for
single-base deletions and additions are therefore
240 � 10ÿ5 and 130 � 10ÿ5, respectively. These
rates are much higher than those of DNA poly-
merases in other families when measured using the
same forward mutation assay (Table 2). The single-
base additions and deletions generated by pol Z
are distributed throughout the template sequence
(Figure 4(a)). From this distribution and the
nucleotide composition of the template sequence,
error rates for deletions and additions of speci®c
nucleotides can be calculated. Thus, human pol Z
has an average error rate of 150 � 10ÿ5 for deletion
of one of the 204 non-iterated template nucleotides
in the 407-nucleotide gap (Table 3). Interestingly,
the average rates for deletions in homopolymeric
runs of two to ®ve nucleotides are only two- to
threefold higher (albeit higher still at speci®c
homopolymeric sites, Figure 4(a)). Also, the aver-
age single-base addition rates of human pol Z do
not increase with increasing run length (Table 3).
Moreover, 18 additions involved adding a nucleo-
tide that was different from either of its neighbors.
These error speci®city data suggest that many pol
Z deletion and addition errors may not be initiated
by strand slippage (see below). In contrast to these
an DNA pol Z compared to other DNA polymerases

Error rate (�10ÿ5)

Deletions Additions

240 130
13 0.2
3.9 0.3
3.8 3.2
0.8 0.05



Figure 1 (legend opposite)
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results with pol Z, the single-base frameshift error

rates of other DNA polymerases increase substan-

tially with increasing run length,9 consistent with

the strand slippage hypothesis10. As one example,

the single-base deletion error rate of human pol b
in homopolymeric runs of four or ®ve bases is 35-

fold higher than for deletion of non-iterated

nucleotides (Table 3).

In addition to single-nucleotide frameshift errors,

pol Z generated additions of two or three nucleo-



Figure 1. Spectra of base substitutions by human pol Z. The 407 nucleotide template is shown as four lines of
sequence. Nucleotide �1 is the ®rst transcribed nucleotide of the lacZ a-complementation gene in M13mp2 DNA.
DNA synthesis begins with incorporation opposite template nucleotide �191, marked with an arrow in the bottom
line of sequence. The last single-stranded template nucleotide in the gap is at position ÿ216 (arrow in top line of
sequence). The termination codon for the carboxy-terminal end of the lacI gene in M13mp2 is underlined (nucleotides
ÿ87, ÿ86 and ÿ85) in the second line of template sequence. (a) Spectrum of single-base changes. (b) Spectrum of tan-
dem changes. These include 84 tandem double-substitutions and ®ve tandem triple-substitutions (underlined), shown
as adjacent letters above the lines of sequence. Shown below the lines of sequence are 27 events where two nucleo-
tides are replaced by one (�X) and seven events in which one nucleotide is replaced by two.
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tides (Figure 4(a) and (b)), deletions of two to more
than 100 nucleotides (Figure 4(a)-(c)), and a few
complex addition/deletion mutations (Table 1).
The locations of these errors suggest that some
may involve strand slippage and homologous
base-pairing (discussed below), but that others
may arise by a different mechanism.

Analysis of adjacent point mutations

The errors made by pol Z included 84 tandem
double-base substitutions. From these data, the cal-
culated error rate for tandem double substitutions
is 1.7 � 10ÿ3. These errors were widely distributed
across the target sequence and involved various
combinations of mispairs (Figure 1(b)). The extra-
ordinary inaccuracy of human pol Z is further
illustrated by the recovery of ®ve tandem triple-
substitutions (underlined mutants in Figure 1(b)),
and tandem events in which two template bases
are replaced by one (substitution-deletion, 27
occurrences) and where one base is replaced by
two (substitution-addition, seven occurrences).

Extension kinetics for doubly mismatched
primer termini

The presence of 84 tandem double and ®ve tan-
dem triple-base substitutions in the error spectrum
(Figure 1(b)) indicates that pol Z can extend pri-
mers containing multiple consecutive terminal mis-
matches. To investigate the ef®ciency of this
reaction, we determined steady-state kinetic par-
ameters for correct incorporation by human pol Z
using two different, doubly mismatched termini.
The results indicate that pol Z extends these sub-
strates (Table 4, lines 7 and 8) with catalytic ef®-
ciencies that are only about tenfold lower than for
the singly mismatched termini (lines 2, 3, 5 and 6)
and 1000-fold lower than for extension of correct
termini (lines 1 and 4). The ef®ciency of extension
of these tandem double mismatches by pol Z is in



Figure 2. Error rates for 12 mispairs. (a) Average error
rates for each of the 12 possible base �base mispairs. (b)
Listed is the highest site-speci®c error rate observed for
each mispair, taken from the spectrum in Figure 1(a). In
all cases, the lowest error rate was the same at
48 � 10ÿ3, because zero or one substitution was seen at
(at least) one template site among 124 sequenced lacZ
mutants. When a Monte Carlo modi®cation of the Pear-
son w2 test of spectra homogeneity was used to compare
the human and mouse base substitution spectra,33,34 no
signi®cant difference was found (Phg � 0.97). A strong
correlation (tau correlation coef®cient CC � 0.43,
Pcc < 0.0135) was also observed when the two spectra
were compared, as predicted for homogeneous spectra.
Finally, various pairwise comparisons of rates indicate
that the human and mouse data are similar (CC � 0.77,
Pcc < 0.01, Phg � 0.67). These analyses suggest that the
human and mouse enzymes do not differ signi®cantly
in error rates or error distribution.

Figure 3. Sequence-context effects on formation of the
T �dGMP mispair by human pol Z. The analysis is based
on the location and number of T! C substitutions
shown in Figure 1. We totaled the observed number of
T! C substitutions M(TY) in all TY sites, where the
substituted site is underlined and Y � A, T, G or C. We
calculated the number of TY dinucleotides, N(TY), in the
target sequence. The expected number of T! C substi-
tutions in TY sites, E(TY), was estimated as:

E�TY� � �N�TY� ��M�TY��=��N�TY��
The expected number of T! C substitutions E(XT)
(X � A, T, G, C) in XT sites was estimated using the
same equation. A chi-square test (w2) with three degrees
of freedom was then used to evaluate the differences
between the observed and expected number of T! C
substitutions in TY and XT sites. For both XT and TY
sites, the difference between the expected and the
observed number of mutations was highly signi®cant
(P < 0.001). However, for the XT sites, the signi®cance
may partly re¯ect a larger number of WTW trinucleo-
tides (28 sites) in comparison with STS (21 sites), WTS
(21 sites) and STW trinucleotides (17 sites) in the target
sequence (where W � A or T and S � G or C).
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fact similar to the ef®ciencies with which two other
exonuclease-de®cient replicative DNA polymerases
extend single-base mismatches (Table 4, lines 9-12,
from Mendelman et al.11 and Lewis et al.43).

Discussion

This study of the ®delity and error speci®city of
DNA polymerase Z has both biological and
mechanistic implications. Like its human homo-
log,6 mouse pol Z lacks an intrinsic proofreading
exonucleolytic activity and has very low ®delity
during copying of undamaged DNA. These facts
and steady-state kinetic analysis showing that both
yeast8 and human pol Z misinsert nucleotides at
rates that are high relative to many other DNA
polymerases6,7 indicate that low-®delity DNA syn-
thesis is a common property of DNA polymerase
Z. Following misinsertion, pol Z extends mis-
matched primer termini at rates that, while slower
than for extension of matched termini, can none-
theless be substantial.12,13 In this study, promis-
cuity during mismatch extension is clearly
illustrated by the frequent appearance of tandem
double and triple-base substitutions in the human
pol Z error spectrum (Figure 1(b)). It is indicated
also by the ability of human pol Z to extend tan-
dem double-mismatched termini at rates similar to
those with which other polymerases extend single
mismatches (Table 4). This property is interesting
in light of our previous suggestion6 and evidence12

that slow mismatch extension, and possibly rapid
dissociation as suggested by low processivity, may
permit proofreading by an extrinsic exonuclease.
This could reduce mutagenesis resulting from fre-
quent misinsertions by pol Z. However, promiscu-
ous extension of certain mismatches by pol Z (e.g.
T �dGMP, Table 4) may limit the opportunity for
proofreading. In these instances, the cell may
reduce the mutagenic potential of low-®delity pol
Z in at least two other ways. Strategic protein part-
nerships may target pol Z for use only when
needed, e.g. for lesion bypass, or stable misincor-
porations by pol Z may be removed by DNA mis-
match repair.



Table 3. Relationship between homopolymeric run length and single-nucleotide deletion and addition error rates of
human pol b and pol Z

Error rate (�10ÿ5)

Single-nucleotide deletions Single-nucleotide additions

Homopolymeric run
length (nucleotides) pol b pol Z pol b pol Z

One 2.0 150 40.4 180
Two 9.3 270 40.7 62
Three 23 410 41.4 57
Four and five 70 320 2.3 160
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Both mouse and human pol Z generate all 12
single-base �base mispairs (Figure 2). Statistical
analysis (see the legend to Figure 2) suggests that
the human and mouse enzymes do not differ sig-
ni®cantly in either error rate or error distribution.
The error rate values in Figure 2 are substantially
higher than those of most other DNA polymerases
examined to date. The exceptions are African
swine fever virus DNA polymerase and human
pol i, which are less accurate than pol Z for speci®c
mismatches.14 ± 17 Structure-function studies5

suggest that the nucleotide selectivity of more
accurate DNA polymerases in the Pol A, Pol X and
RT families depends largely on base-pair
geometry.5 The binding pockets of those poly-
merases are shaped to accommodate a correct Wat-
son-Crick base-pair and to exclude an incorrect
Table 4. Kinetic constants for extension of various primer ter

Template �primer
(substrate) Correct dNTP Km (mM)

G �C (a) dATP 31 � 8.8
G �T (a) dATP 730 � 160
G �A (a) dATP 440 � 320
T �A (b) dGTP 37 � 8.2
T �G (b) dGTP 85 � 48
T �C (b) dGTP 960 � 110
G �T & T �C (c) dGTP 1300 � 140
G �A & T �C (c) dGTP 1100 � 160
Pol a-G �A11 dGTP
Pol a-T �C11 dTTP
HIV-1 RT-T �G40 dTTP
HIV-1 RT-T �C40 dTTP

The results shown in the ®rst six lines are from.15 Reactions wer
substrates:
pair. The polymerase active site is suggested to
exclude water and thus enhance nucleotide
selectivity.18 In light of these ideas, the high base-
substitution error rates for pol Z (Figure 2) are
remarkable, because they are similar to the rates of
1/10 to 1/300 predicted by free-energy differences
between correct and incorrect base-pairs in duplex
DNA in aqueous solution.19,20 This suggests that
pol Z may have a more relaxed requirement for
shape complementarity in order to achieve ef®cient
catalysis during bypass of certain helix-distorting
lesions, and that its active site may exclude water
less effectively than more accurate polymerases.

Under these circumstances, incoming nucleotides
may be stabilized by base-stacking interactions.
With this possibility in mind, we performed an
initial, simple analysis to determine if the nucleo-
mini by human pol Z

kcat(app) (minÿ1)
(kcat/Km)app

(�103)(mM �min)ÿ1 fext

13 � 4.4 420 � 190 1
3.3 � 1.1 4.5 � 1.8 0.011
1.6 � 0.9 3.5 � 3.3 0.008
11 � 0.0 310 � 69 1
8.4 � 0.9 98 � 56 0.32
3.2 � 1.8 3.3 � 1.9 0.011

0.44 � 0.18 0.32 � 0.14 0.001
0.30 � 0.08 0.28 � 0.09 0.0009

0.0006
0.0002
0.0009
0.0002

e as described in Experimental Procedures, using the following



Figure 4 (legend opposite)
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Figure 4. Spectra of deletion and addition errors by human pol Z. The template sequence is the same as that
shown in Figure 1. (a) Spectra of deletions (triangles) and additions (letters) of one or two nucleotides. The deletions
are shown above each line of sequence, with single-base deletions as simple triangles and two-base deletions shown
as adjacent triangles with lines. When deletions occur within repeat sequences, the exact base deleted is not known.
In these cases, the triangle(s) are placed at the left border of the repetitive sequence. Additions are shown below each
line of sequence, with single-base events indicated as simple letters and two-base additions shown as consecutive
underlined letters. (b) Spectra of additions of three bases and deletions of three to nine bases. Three different three-
base additions are shown as letters below the template sequence. Deletions are indicated by connected lines above
the primary sequence. The two events designated with small arrowheads are deletions ¯anked by direct repeats.
Events with the larger arrowheads are deletions whose endpoints are ¯anked by imperfect direct repeats, where a
single misinsertion during synthesis of the ®rst repeat would result in a perfect match upon pairing with the down-
stream repeat. The remaining events, designated with diamonds, are deletions ¯anked by sequences with little or no
apparent homology. (c) The spectrum of 38 deletions of ten or more bases. Each deletion is de®ned by two arrows;
one points down and the other points up. Each arrow is associated with a number indicating the nucleotide position
at which the other endpoint for that deletion is located. As one example, a 17 nucleotide deletion was recovered
whose endpoints are nucleotides �139 and �155. This deletion is delineated by two arrows just above the lowest line
of primary sequence. One arrow is associated with �139, and it points down to indicate the deletion endpoint at
nucleotide �155. Similarly, the arrow pointing up at nucleotide �139 indicates the other endpoint and is associated
with the number �155. By using a similar pairing strategy, all 38 deletions can be identi®ed with respect to the num-
ber of deleted nucleotides, the location of the endpoints and the nucleotides at the junction. Bold italicized numbers
indicate deletions ¯anked by direct repeats. Non-bold italicized numbers indicate deletions whose endpoints are
imperfect direct repeats, where a single misinsertion during copying of the ®rst repeat results in a perfect match
upon pairing with the downstream repeat. Plain numbers designate deletions ¯anked by sequences with no apparent
homology.
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tides immediately ¯anking the misincorporation
site in¯uenced the error rate. As typically seen
with other DNA polymerases, pol Z error rates
vary over a substantial range that depends on the
mismatch composition, the mismatch symmetry
(template versus incoming dNTP), and on the
nucleotide sequence surrounding the mismatch.
Analysis of the distribution of the 665 observed
T �dGMP errors (Figure 3) indicates a higher error
rate when the base-pair preceding the error is T �A
or A �T than when it is G �C or C �G. This precludes
the simple notion that the incoming incorrect
dGTP is stabilized for incorporation more effec-
tively when stacked with an adjacent purine rather
than a pyrimidine. It may be that misincorporation
of dGTP is favored when the primer terminus is
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slightly less stable (A �T rather than G �C) and
therefore more easily positioned for catalysis. The
error spectrum shown in Figure 1 is the largest col-
lection yet obtained for any DNA polymerase, pro-
viding a rich opportunity for a more detailed
analysis of sequence-context effects on ®delity.
Whatever the explanation for the non-random dis-
tribution of base-substitution errors, the data for
human and mouse pol Z obtained here has already
implied a novel and unanticipated biological role
for this inaccurate polymerase. Statistical analysis
of the pattern of substitutions in comparison to the
speci®city of somatic hypermutagenesis of immu-
noglobulin genes suggests that pol Z may partici-
pate in strand-speci®c hypermutation at A �T base-
pairs.21 If this hypothesis is correct, then the low
®delity with which pol Z copies undamaged DNA
may provide an additional selective advantage to
mammals beyond its role in translesion synthesis.

While most investigations of the ®delity of pol Z
have focused on formation and extension of base-
base mismatches, the present study clearly illus-
trates that both human and mouse pol Z also gen-
erate a variety of nucleotide deletion and addition
errors (Tables 1-3, Figure 4). The error-speci®city of
human pol Z is remarkable in both the variety of
errors observed (Figure 4) and in the rate at which
they are generated. The average human pol Z error
rates for single-nucleotide additions and deletions
greatly exceed the frameshift error rates of most
other DNA polymerases (Table 2). The only excep-
tion is human pol k, whose single-base frameshift
error rates22 approach those shown here for pol Z.
One logical explanation for formation of many of
the frameshifts shown in Figure 4 is strand slip-
page involving repetitive sequences.10 A slippage
mechanism9,23 may explain many of the frameshifts
observed within homopolymeric sequences
(Figure 4(a)) as well as those between distant
directly repeated sequences (Figure 4(b) and (c)).
The ability of pol Z to extend termini with one,
two or even three mismatches may explain the
high frequency and diverse nature of the deletions
shown in Figure 4. Those deletions with limited
homology at the endpoints, which includes most of
those shown in Figure 4(b) and (c), may involve
slippage between imperfect repeats. As proposed
in earlier studies of single24 ± 26 and multiple-base
deletions,27 some of the deletions seen here may be
initiated by a misinsertion that subsequently ®nds
more favorable homology by relocating the primer
to a downstream location. An additional factor
contributing to primer relocation could be DNA
secondary structure in the template. This is
suggested by the clustering of deletion endpoints
in the vicinity of a palindrome in the template
(underlined sequence in Figure 4(c)) that can form
a stable hairpin. Also note that the rate at which
pol Z misinserts nucleotides is much higher than
the deletion rate. Thus, misinsertion followed by
primer relocation to create a misalinged template-
primer can readily explain the extraordinarily high
rate of single-base frameshifts observed at non-iter-
ated template positions (Table 3). Still another
mechanism that could explain this class of errors is
one in which a deletion intermediate is stabilized
by stacking interactions with the incoming
dNTP.28 ± 31

The fact that the single-base addition error rate
of pol Z is much higher than those of other poly-
merases (Table 2), and that additions of two or
three bases are observed (Figure 4) implies that pol
Z has a remarkable capacity to perform synthesis
using primers containing unpaired nucleotides.
This is further illustrated by the fact that the differ-
ence in error rates for additions and deletions by
pol Z is only twofold, whereas the difference is
over tenfold with most other polymerases (Table 2).
Moreover, many of the additions are not at repeti-
tive sequence locations, suggesting that the
additions may be initiated by a mechanism other
than strand slippage. Hypothetically, this could
involve misinsertion followed by primer relocation
to create an unpaired nucleotide in the primer
strand. However, more unusual models may be
needed to account for the large number of
additions wherein the nucleotide that is added dif-
fers from either of its neighbors (Figure 4(a)).
Understanding the extraordinary in®delity and
error-speci®city of this remarkable DNA polymer-
ase will undoubtedly be facilitated by structural
information indicating how pol Z differs from
other polymerases in its interactions with unda-
maged and damaged DNA at and upstream of the
polymerase active site.

Experimental Procedures

Materials

All materials for the ®delity assay were from pre-
viously described sources41. C-terminal hexahistidine-
tagged human and mouse DNA polymerases Z were
expressed in insect cells and puri®ed as described.1,42

DNA synthesis reactions and analysis of fidelity

Reactions (25 ml) were performed as described,6,11 and
contained 1.4 nM M13mp2 DNA with a 407-nucleotide
gap (from nucleotide ÿ216 through �191 of the lacZ
gene), 40 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 10 mM MgCl2, 10 mM
dithiothreitol, 6.25 mg of bovine serum albumin (BSA),
60 mM KCl, 2.5 % (v/v) glycerol and 10 mM, 100 mM or
1 mM dNTPs. Synthesis was initiated by adding 36 or
72 nM pol Z. Reactions were incubated at 37 �C for one
hour and terminated by adding EDTA to 15 mM. Agar-
ose gel electrophoresis, performed as described,6

revealed that human and mouse pol Z ®lled the gap to
completion. DNA products of the reactions with 72 nM
pol Z were examined for the frequency of lacZ mutants
as described.6 DNA from independent lacZ mutant
phage was sequenced to identify the errors made by pol
Z during gap-®lling synthesis. Error rates were calcu-
lated as described above.
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Mismatch extension kinetics

Reactions (25 ml) were performed as for ®delity
measurements, except that they contained 200 nM tem-
plate primed at a 1.2:1 molar ratio with a (50-32P)-labeled
primer, 2 nM pol Z and correct dATP or dGTP. The tem-
plate-primers used are shown in Table 4. Duplicate
determinations were performed with each template-pri-
mer using seven different concentration of the correct
nucleotide. Aliquots were removed at two, four, six and
eight minutes, and products were separated by electro-
phoresis in denaturing 16 % (w/v) polyacrylamide gels
and quanti®ed by phosphorimagery. Kinetic constants
were derived as described.43
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